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ABSTRACT
Speed bumps are commonly used to control the traffic speed and to ensure the safety of pedestrians. This paper proposes
a novel speed bump energy harvester (SBEH), which can generate large-scale electrical energy up to several hundred
watts when the vehicle drives on it. A unique design of the motion mechanism allows the up-and-down pulse motion to
drive the generator into unidirectional rotation, yielding time times more energy than the traditional design. Along with
the validation of energy harvesting, this paper also addresses the advantages of this motion mechanism over the
traditional design, using physical modeling and simulation. Up to 200 watts electrical peak power in one phase of threephase generator during in-field test can be regenerated when a sedan passage car passes through the SBEH prototype at 2
km/h.
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1

INTRODUCTION

A speed bump is basically an elevated profile placed across the road, usually 3-5” high and various length[1]. Speed
bumps are installed in the areas where human-traffic interaction is relatively high to reduce the risk of accidents[2]. The
speed reduction of vehicle while encountering speed bumps not only has influence to the ride comfort of
driver/passengers, but also results in huge kinetic energy loss at the same time. Various attempts have been made to
improve the driver/passengers comfort while passing through speed bumps by optimizing the shape and height of the
bumps[3]–[6]. There have also been many attempts to harvest energy from speed bumps by means of piezoelectric or
electromagnetic devices, such as the literature [7]–[10]. The harnessed energy is usually small with only impulse voltage
at the level of 20V voltages or less in those cases.
This paper investigate an energy harvesting technology via speed bump to regenerate large-scale energy when a vehicle
encounters the speed bump. The SBEH is designed based on a unique highly efficient energy conversion mechanism,
which we called Mechanical Motion Rectifier (MMR). The MMR converts both down and up pulse motions of speed
bump into one direction rotation of the electrical generator to produce electrical power. It has unique advantage over the
traditional electromagnetic generator where the movement of the shaft is limited due to the pulse-like motion and thus
cannot provide the continuous and unidirectional rotation to the input shaft of the generator. A prototype is fabricated
and tested to approve the effectiveness of energy harvesting. Modelling of SBEH and its interaction with vehicle are
investigated. Simulation results are provided in comparison with the traditional design. Experimental results also reveal
the energy harvesting mechanism and design principle of the energy harvesting speed bump.

2 DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF ENERGY HARVESTER
The objective to design a SBEH is to regenerate electrical energy from the pulse motion of speed bump excited by the
impact of the passing vehicles. The designed SBEH can conveniently replace the existing speed bumps on the road as a
cost-effective power supply to obtain electricity for road-side devices. The SBEH is mainly composed of two parts:
energy harvesting unit and speed bump cover unit, as shown in Figure 1. The speed bump cover unit includes a speed
bump cover with the geometrical profile similar as that of conventional speed bump, a base plate, springs & linear
bearing to support speed bump load on a cavity under the road surface. Energy harvester unit is enclosed in the harvester
housing for water proof. A connector connects the harvester with speed bump cover and works as an input to the
harvester. The movement of the connector will cause the translational motion in the racks, which in turn will rotate the
generator shaft inside the harvester to generate electrical power. The design detail is introduced in the following subsections.
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Figure 1. Illustration of SBEH units. Left: Speed bump cover unit. Right: Energy harvesting unit

2.1 Design of energy harvester unit
Energy harvester is the kernel part of SBEH, which is formed of energy conversion unit. It includes two sets of racks and
pinions, one shaft, two one-way clutches between the shaft and pinion gears, a gearbox, a flywheel, a rotational
generator, and energy storage device such as battery, as illustrated in Figure 1. The schematics of energy conversion
mechanism, as shown in Figure 2, which is called the mechanical motion rectifier (MMR)[11], by which the linear
translational motions of two racks are converted to the rotational motion with the engagement and disengagement of the
two one-way clutches. The two racks are connected with speed bump cover via the connector. When the two racks move
with the speed bump cover vertically, the two pinions will rotate with the movement of racks. However, the two oneway clutches inside the pinions are installed in such a way that only one of the two clutches is engaged at an instant time
to drive the shaft. When a vehicle rolls over the speed bump cover, the speed bump cover and racks are first pressed
down and. During this process, the first one-way clutch is engaged and drives the shaft meanwhile, the second one-way
clutch is disengaged. After the tire rolls over, the speed bump and racks will move upwards under the spring force. The
second one-way clutch is engaged to drive coupling shaft and the first one-way clutch is disengaged. The engagement
and disengagement between the pair of one-way clutches result in the coupling shaft to be driven in the same direction,
irrespective of the direction of the movement of racks. This is the working principle of the proposed mechanical motion
rectifier, which is similar as the electrical voltage rectifier using center-tapped transformer. Since the rotational speed
obtained by the linear motion of rack is not so high, a gear box is used to speed up the generator to its rated speed for
energy conversion efficiency.

Figure 2. Mechanism of energy harvesting. Left: rack and pinion. Right: schematics of MMR

Furthermore, when the racks hit the motion limits and stop moving, both one-way clutches will be disengaged and the
Figure 3. Rack-pinion based MMR energy conversion mechanism
generator will continue rotating unless all the kinetic energy stored into rotary inertia (including the shaft, gear box, and
the generator inertia) is converted into electricity. Additional flywheel can be added to increase the rotary inertia. An
energy storage device such as battery and an electrical circuit is connected with the output of the generator to store the
energy. A prototype according to the harvest design is fabricated as illustrated in Figure 1 (right).

2.2 Design of speed bump cover unit
Speed bump cover is supposed to carry the vehicle load and support the impact shock from vehicle tires. Therefore, the
cover had to be robust enough to endure both large static load and dynamic impact. The profile of speed bump is
important since it influences the interaction between vehicle and speed bump. In this research, a general trapezoid
topology of traditional speed bump is adopted and simplified as show in Figure 1. In the inner part of speed bump cover,
cross ribs between the two slanted sides and along the length direction are introduced to enhance the cover strength. The
height of the cover was kept at 3.5 inches overall so that with a stroke of 2 inches the speed bump remains a height one
inch above the ground when completely pushed down. The overall length of the bump was kept so that the vehicle of
maximum axle length could be covered under the range of its application. The fabricated speed bump cover unit is as
shown in Figure 3, which is made by material of iron with thickness 0.2 inches on all the sides. The total weight is
around 150 kg or 330 lb.

Figure 3. Speed bump cover unit fabricated. Left: linear bearing, springs and mounting arrangements. Right: fabricated speed
bump cover

As shown in Figure 3, four spring and four linear bearings are used to support and guide the speed bump cover on a base
plate placed on the ground. Besides, the spring has function to provide rebounding force to speed bump so that it can
recover its original position when there is no load on it. Linear bearings and stanless steel shafts are used to guide the
speed bump cover which are supposed to be moved in vertical direction only. When the spring are compressed down, the
cover connector will drive the racks inside the harvester, which can rotate the generator to produce power. When the
speed bump cover is rebounded, we can expect the generator to produce power by harvesting the potential energy stored
in springs. In order to be able to harvest more energy during this rebounding process, springs of high stiffness,742 lb/in ,
and long compression length 3.6 in were used. The springs are also preloaded at 5% displacement or total 297 lb force in
addition to the static weight so that the speed bump can rebound quickly under the damping force induced by the
harvester. In such design, electrical power generation can take place twice during a stroke. Moreover, the rebound time
to its original position has to be less than the time when the rear axle of vehicle hits the speed bump.
The time for speed bump to rebound to its original position can be estimated by a quarter period of time according to its
natural frequency. The natural frequency of speed bump can be expressed as

fn 
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f n , k , mb , and me will be the natural frequency of speed bump, spring stiffness, mass of speed bump and the

equivalent mass of energy harvester which will be introduced in detail in Section 3.1. Assuming that the time between
the front and rear axles of vehicle passing through the speed bump is Tv , then
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Substitute Equation (1) into (2),
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The time Tv , can be calculated according to vehicle speed and axle distance. Moreover, larger the equivalent mass of
harvester, larger stiffness of the spring should be. Since the rebounding force of the spring is large, the upward limitation
(stop) should be designed to prevent the whole speed bump cover to exceed the maximum height of linear bearing and
damage the harvester.

3 MODELLING OF SBEH AND ITS INTERACTION WITH VEHICLE MODEL
This section presents the modelling of speed bump harvester to reveal its working mechanism and its interaction with
vehicle passing through. Unlike the conventional speed bumps which give a fixed road profile to the vehicle, this energy
harvesting speed bump design will move up and down and has dynamic interaction with the vehicle. To simplify the
analysis, it is assumed that the vehicle passes the SBEH with a constant velocity of V, and thus the horizontal velocity of
its tire is the same as that of vehicle velocity V. Moreover, only the vertical vibrations of both SBEH and vehicle are
considered.
3.1 Modeling of SBEH

Figure 4. SBEH model

The energy harvester unit with MMR mechanism, when neither one-way clutches is disengaged, can be model as an
equivalent mass and a damper according our previous research [12] and it is illustrated in Figure 4. Here the equivalent
mass can be expressed in terms of the following equation

Me 
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Where, Jp, Jc and Jm are the inertia of pinion gears, coupling shaft and generator respectively. The n is the gear ratio of
gear box and R is the radius of the pinion gear. This equivalent mass is the inertial mass which will resist the motion of
the bump cover in the beginning. So Me can be added to the mass of the speed cover considering it to be placed at the
end of the rack. The damping in energy harvester unit includes two kinds of damping, the mechanical damping Cm
caused by the friction of mechanical devices in the racks and pinions, coupling shaft, gearbox, generator and electrical
damping Ce caused by internal resistance and electrical load on generator. The electrical damping can be indicated as the
following equation [12]
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where, Kt, Kg and Ri and are torque constant, voltage constant and internal resistance of the generator and Re is the
external load resistance connected to the output from the generator. The movement of the speed bump cover unit is
defined as xb in vertical direction, as shown in Figure 4. The speed bump cover is treated as one mass-spring vibration

system with Mb being the mass of the speed bump cover, Kb being the total stiffness of the four supporting springs. The
maximum vertical displacements of xb in both downwards and upwards directions are limited by the stoppers which
stops the movement of the speed bump cover. Therefore, the maximum displacement speed bump can achieve is ‘ xb max
’. The profile of the speed bump is described by geometrical parameters of distance parameters l1 (4.33 in), l2 (5 in) and
height h (3.5 in) as shown in Figure 4. The whole SBEH model is built up as one-mass vibration system by integrating
the model of speed bump cover with that of harvester by attaching the equivalent mass and damping. Considering the
working process of SBEH, its modeling can be analyzed in three stages.
Stage 1: (Downward stroke before the speed bump cover reaches xb max ). During this process, the one-mass system can
be expressed as one degree of freedom (DOF) with the following equation

(M b  M e ) xb  Cb xb  Kb ( xb  x0 )  0

(6)

Where (Mb + Me) is the total mass of the sum of the speed bump cover and the equivalent mass of harvester; xb and xb
are the vertical acceleration and velocity respectively. The damping Cb is represented as a sum of equivalent electrical
damping of the harvester and the mechanical or structural damping caused by the moving parts and their misalignment.
For simplification, the structural damping ratio of 10% has been assumed for the harvester. Thus the total damping can
be expressed as

Cb  Ce  Cm

(7)

In Eq. (6), say, Fp  Kb x0 , then Eq. (6) can be rewritten as,

(M b  M e ) xb  Cb xb  Kb xb  Fp

(8)

Stage 2: (After speed bump reaches its bottom limit). When the speed bump cover reaches its bottom limit, it cannot
move down further. Thus, when the displacement of the speed bump reaches the maximum limit, xb max , the dynamic
equations , in this case, will follow the total disengagement case.
Total disengagement: Point to be noted here is that the coupling between the speed bump harvester and the speed bump
cover depends on the velocity difference between the rotational speed of pinion  driven by the instantaneous

xb . If xb / R   , the one-way clutches are engaged, and the SBEH
rebounds by as the one-mass vibration system whose dynamic equation can be expressed as Eq (9), But if xb / R   ,
translational velocity of the speed bump cover of

that is, the generator speed is higher than the rotational speed of pinion, both one-way clutches are disengaged, and the
speed bump energy harvester is separated from the speed bump cover unit. That is, the equivalent mass and damping of
harvester no longer need not to be attached to the model of speed bump cover until they resume in the state of
engagement. Hence, the one-mass vibration system of speed bump with the preload, can be expressed as,

M b xb  Kb xb max  Fp
Where

(9)

xb max is the maximum stroke of the speed bump cover. And the dynamic equation of energy harvester when both

the one-way clutches are disengaged can be expressed as

M e  Cb  0

(10)

Where  and  are the angular acceleration and velocity of the shaft after disengagement. This is also true for stage 1 if
we consider that during the beginning of the stage 1 the system is totally disengaged. However, the difference will be

only with the value of

xb which will not be xb max . This case is possible if the vehicle velocity is high and the generator s

haft is still running when the rear axle of the vehicle hits the bump again for the second stroke.
Stage 3: (Rebounding process when the vehicle tires are rolling out of the speed bump cover). When the vehicle tire
move out of the speed bump cover, the speed bump cover will rebound as the one-mass vibration system under the
spring force of Fp , and the dynamic equation returns to Eq. (8), if engaged, or to Eq. (9) if still disengaged.
Stage 4: (After speed bump reaches the upper limit after rebounding). This case is similar to stage 2 case. If during the
stage 3, we assume the state of the system is engaged, then after the bump hits the upper hard stop, the harvester will
again go to the total disengagement state as described in stage two special case of total disengagement. In that case,
xb  0 and again the dynamics of harvester will be described by Eq. (10).
3.2 Vehicle Modeling and its interaction with SBEH model
3.2.1 Quarter Vehicle Model

Figure 5. Axle car model

A quarter vehicle model from reference [13] is adopted in this research as illustrated in Figure 5. Only the vertical
vibration of the vehicle is considered in this research. The quarter vehicle model is a two-mass vibration system with
body mass of Ms and unspring mass of Mu . The vertical displacement of sprung and un-sprung mass is represented as

xs and xu respectively. The stiffness and damping of the suspension system are described as Ks and Cs respectively and
the stiffness of tire is indicated as Ku and the damping of tire is neglected due to be smaller than that of both suspension
and speed bump. The two-mass vibration system can be expressed as the following two equations,

M s xs  Cs ( xs  xu )  K s ( xs  xu )  0

(11)

M u xu  Cs ( xs  xu )  K s ( xs  xu )  Ku ( xu  xt )  0

(12)

xs and xu are the vertical accelerations of sprung and un-sprung mass respectively, x s and xu are the vertical
velocity of the sprung and the un-sprung mass respectively. Here xt is the movable displacement boundary input. xt will
Where

be influenced by the position of tire and speed bump cover stroke. It can be analyzed in three stages as shown in Fig. 6.
Section I: Tire position is located between A and B as illustrated in Figure 6 (a). The vertical velocity of the tire can be
synthesized in terms of horizontal velocity of the vehicle tire V and speed bump vertical velocity xb

xt  V tan( )  xb

(13)

Where

 is the angle between the slope of the cover and ground.

Section II: Tire position is located between B and C as illustrated in Figure 6 (b). When vehicle tires reach point B on the
speed bump, the profile input becomes zero as   0 . Thus, the tire velocity in vertical direction becomes,

xt   xb

(14)

Section III: Tire position is located between C and D as illustrated in Figure 6 (c). When vehicle tires cross the point C
on the profile of the speed bump, the tire contact points begins to go down the slope of the speed bump. In that case 
will be negative and Eq. (13) will change to
xt  V  tan( )  xb
(15)
By differentiating Eq. (13-15), we achieve another state as

xt   xb .

3.2.2 Dynamics of SBEH with MMR and its interaction with Quarter Vehicle Model
Although, both the systems have their individual dynamics, when they come in contact they behave as a three- of fourbody mass system (depending on the engagement or disengagement of the generator). Hence, the overall system can be
represented in terms of three equations of decoupled masses when they come in contact. Governing equations of the
overall system can be written as

M s xs  Cs ( xs  xu )  K s ( xs  xu )  0

(16)

M u xu  Cs ( xs  xu )  K s ( xs  xu )  Ku ( xu  xt )  0

(17)

(M b  M e ) xb  Cb xb  Kb xb  Ku ( xs  xt )  Fp  Fg

(18)

When a vehicle is passing through the SBEH, the interaction between vehicle and SBEH is much more complex due to
the moving interactive boundary condition between the tire and the speed bump cover profile as described in the
previous section. As shown in Figure 6, SBEH-Vehicle interaction can be regarded as a three-mass vibration system with
governing Eqs. (16-18) added with another state described by Eqs. (13-15)

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6. Interaction between SBEH model and vehicle model. (a) Vehicle is climbing on SBEH. (b) Vehicle is passing on top
of SBEH. (c) Vehicle is going down the SBEH

When the two-mass vehicle model is made to interact with SBEH model, the vehicle weight of Fg = Mg exerted on the
speed bump cover vertically downwards. Here, M is the vehicle’s overall mass and g the gravity acceleration.. Such a
three-mass vibration system can be simplified and derived by synthesizing the SBEH model with the quarter vehicle but
since the entire front axle will roll on the speed bump, we can double quarter vehicle model parameters i.e. double the
sprung and un-sprung mass, double the suspension and tire stiffness and damping. Considering the three working stages
of SBEH, the interaction between SBEH and vehicle can be analyzed as the following three stages.
(1) Before the speed bump cover reaches the bottom limit: During this process, the movement of the speed bump cover
drives the rack via connector which in turn rotates the pinions. During this phase, the rotational speed of the coupling
shaft will be slower than the speed of pinion therefore the one-way clutch will engaged as described in section 3.1 with
Eq. (8).

(M b  M e ) xb  Cb xb  Kb xb  Ku ( xu  xt )  Fp  Fg

(19)

At the same time, vehicle works in a two-mass system as described by Eq. (12-13).
(2) After the speed bump reaches the bottom limit: When the speed bump cover reaches its hard stop, speed bump
cannot move further and is stationary. At this moment, dynamic equation of SBEH is switched and under the influence
of static vehicle load, Fg , following equation will command the system

M b xb  Kb xb max  Fp  Fg

(20)

At the same time, the movable displacement boundary input to vehicle model will not change because xb = xbmax , and
the profile of speed bump cover will act as an fixed input to vehicle as the conventional speed bump. xt will be the
speed bump profile input to the vehicle model, which is the same as the tire rolling on the traditional speed bump with
fixed boundary displacement input of speed bump profile. At this time, the SBEH vibration system and vehicle system
has no interaction. Again, as in described in section 3.1, if

xb / R   , that is, the generator speed is higher than the

rotational speed of pinion, one-way clutches are disengaged, and the speed bump energy harvester is separated from the
speed bump cover unit. That is, the equivalent mass and damping of harvester need not to be attached to attach to the
model of speed bump cover. The one-mass vibration system of speed bump with the preload, can be expressed as,

M b xb  Kb xb max  Fp  Fg
Where

(21)

xb max is the maximum stroke of the speed bump cover. Thus, Kb xb max will always be constant. And the

dynamics equation of energy harvester when both the one-way clutches are disengaged

M e xb  Cb xb  0

(22)

(3) Rebounding process when vehicle tires roll out of the speed bump cover: Since the vehicle weight is much large than
the supporting force provided by the four springs of SBEH, the rebounding process only occurs when the vehicle tire
move out of the speed bump cover when there is no interaction between speed bump and vehicle. Hence, as described in
section 3.1, dynamic equation under the influence of static mass of the vehicle can be expressed as,

(M b  M e ) xb  Cb xb  Kb xb  Fp  Fg

(23)

3.2.3 Dynamics of SBEH without MMR
To compare the influence of energy harvester with MMR to the dynamics of the interaction between speed bump and
vehicle, a SBEH model where the rack and pinion is simple connected with the traditional electromagnetic generator

without the MMR mechanism. Equations of the quarter car model will remain the same. However, the speed bump
model in the three mass-spring vibration system can be described as the followings.
(1) Before the speed bump cover reaching the limiter: The dynamic equation of speed bump is derived from Eq. (22),

(M b  M e ) xb  Cb xb  Kb xb  Ku ( xu  xt )  Fp  Fg
(2) After the speed bump reach its limiter: As

(24)

xb  0 , the dynamic equation of speed bump is switched to the following

equation according to Eq. (21)

M b xb  Kb xb max  Ku ( xu  xt )  Fp  Fg

(25)

(3) Rebounding process when vehicle tire rolling out of the speed bump cover: After the vehicle tire move out of the
speed bump cover, the dynamic equation of the speed bump can be expresses as,

(M b  M b ) xb  Cb xb  Kb xb max  Fp

(26)

3.3 Harvested Electrical Power
As shown in Figure 3, the vibration of speed bump cover drives the down and up vibration of rack-pinion, which drive
the shaft rotation of generator. The voltage, U, produced by generator is proportional to rotational velocity of generator,
which can be describes as

U  k g
Where Kg is the voltage constant of the generator and



(27)

is rotational velocity of generator, which can be calculated by

the rack velocity, the same as the velocity of speed bump cover of

xb due to the hard connection of speed bump

connector,



nxb
r

(28)

Here, n is the gear ratio of gear box and r is the radius of the pinion gear. Substitute Eq. (29) into Eq. (28), the harvested
electrical voltage is

U  kg

nxb
r

(29)

When the external electrical load Re is connected to the output of generator, electrical current will be produced in the
close circuit with the internal resistance of the generator Ri and the external load resistance of Re, then the output power
can be expressed as

k g2 n2 xb2
U2
P

( Ri  Re ) (r 2 ( Ri  Re ))

(30)

The velocity of xb can be calculated according to the dynamics analysis of the speed bump cover unit as introduced in
section 3.2. Therefore, the harvested electrical power can be predicted according to Equation (31). Since external
resistance can vary with voltage and current, a fixed value of external resistance of around 10.5 ohm has been assumed
to get the electrical damping for the simplification of simulation. The motor parameters can be found in the website [13].
Point to be noted here is the external and internal resistance should be matched to get the maximum power output
although this hasn’t been discussed in simulation section. Simulation has been done for the validation our proposed
design.

4 SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF SBEH PERFORMANCE AND ITS
INTERACTION WITH VEHICLE
Simulation analysis is carried out to solve the numerical solution to the interaction models of SBEH and vehicle
introduced in Section 3 by using commercial software, MATLAB. A vehicle parameter of class C type sedan in
reference [5] has been adopted into the vehicle model. The parameters of SBEH model are setup according to the
fabricated prototype. The necessary parameters are listed in Table 1.
Radius of Pinion Gear

0.0254

m

Sprung Mass

R
Ms

1527

kg

Un-Sprung Mass

Mu

200

kg

Speed Bump Mass

Mb

150

kg

Equivalent mass

Me

620

kg

(Mb+Me)

770

kg

Total Mass (Speed bump and equivalent mass)
Suspension Stiffness

Ks

60000

N/m

Tire stiffness

Ks

440000

N/m

Speed bump stiffness

Kb

130000

N/m

Suspension damping coefficient

Cs

7000 N-s/m

SBEH electrical damping coefficient

Ce

400 N-s/m

Gravitational constant
Gear Ratio

g
n

9.8 m/s
50 to 1

2

Table 1. Axle vehicle and SBEH parameters

4.1 Dynamics performance simulation analysis of SBEH and vehicle
Dynamic performance of SBEH and the passing vehicle with and without energy harvester are conducted under the
initial condition with vehicle speed at 5 km/h and 10 km/h. The displacement performance of the speed bump cover, the
un-sprung mass, car body mass and the movable displacement on contacnt point between the tire and speed bump profile
are illustrated in Figure 7, 8 and 9 for various speeds.

Figure 7. Simulated displacements under the vehicle speed at 5 km/h/. Left- SBEH model with MMR. Right- without MMR

Figure 8. Simulated displacements under the vehicle speed at 10 km/h/. Left- SBEH model with MMR. Right- without MMR

The dynamics of the harvester and the vehicle is quite apparent in both the cases i.e. MMR and traditional damper (non
MMR). In figure 8 and 9, we can see the car body, tire mass and the speed bump displacements under different
velocities. At 10 km/h, the rate of vehicle climbing up the cover is higher than the rate of displacement of the cover. So
the vehicle reaches the tip before the speed bump could touch its bottim limit. The flat line of the speed bump further
represents the restricted movement till the vehicle is over the cover. At that time, the harvester dynamics disengages
itself with the speed bump dynamics and hence we can retrieve more power which is discussed later in this section. As
soon as the vehicle starts to go down the slope, speed bump starts to recover its original position and at around 0.2 sec
with a faster velocity as compared to the non MMR case since the shaft is still running and system seems to be
disengaged. Later it touches the upper hard stop and then stays stationary after that. During the process, vehicle body and
the tire vibrate with the frequency about 10 Hz and 1 Hz, which meet the nature frequency performance of sprung and
unsprung systems.
The simulated harvested electrical power under the vehicle speed at 5km/h and 10km/h are demonstrated too in Figure 9,
and 10, which shows the difference between potential power generation using MMR mechanism and with the traditional
harvesting method modelled with viscous damping.

Figure 9. Simulated power under the vehicle speed at 5 km/h/. Left- SBEH model with MMR. Right- without MMR

Figure 10. Simulated power under the vehicle speed at 10 km/h/. Left- SBEH model with MMR. Right- without MMR

From the power curves, we can clearly figure out the difference between the traditional damper and MMR system power
output: the generator in MMR based design continues rotating and producing electricity when the speed bump cover
reaches the stops Comparing the curves, we see that the area under the curves over the time in traditional deisgn (right
side)of Figure 9,and 10, is much lesser, about 5 times, than the area in the corresponding MMR case (left sides) which
indicates that more kinetic energy is recovered by MMR harvesters. Larger the area means more the energy has been
converted into electricity. With the increase in velocity of the vehicle, area under the curve is getting larger in the MMR
case which means there is more potential to transmit the kinematic energy into electricity using the MMR based
harvesting mechanism.
The average power we get by MMR is also higher than that of non MMR case. This clearly indicates the advantages of
MMR over any traditional harvesting mechanism.

4.2 In-field Test of SBEH Prototype
The SBEH prototype is tested by driving a vehicle to pass by on a wood trial. The harvested electrical energy from
output of the generator is measured, as shown in Figure 13 There are two power peaks when one axle of the vehicle
passing by the speed bump. The first large one is the energy harvested when speed bump is pressed down and the second
peak is the harvested energy when the speed bump is rebounded up to its balance position. The largest peak power is
about 200 watts.

Figure 11. In field test of the SBEH.

(a) Measured displacement of the speed bump cover

(b) Simulated displacement of the speed bump cover

Figure 12. Comparison between measured and simulated displacements of the speed bump cover

(a) Measured power from SBEH

(b) Simulated power from SBEH

Figure 13. Comparision between measured and simulated electrical power output

Figure 12 illustrates the comparison of displacement between measured and simulated displacement of the speed bump
cover. On the right (b), the simulated displacement contour and the duration of an axle of vehicle passing through the
speed bump is similar to that of the measured results, which verifies the effectiveness of the proposed modeling
approach of SBEH and its interaction with vehicle.

5 CONCLUSIONS
An effective design of energy harvesting speed bump is proposed. A prototype and in-field test by driving a vehicle
passing by are investigated. High power up to 200 W in one phase out of three-phase generator can be achieved, which is
much higher than the similar research in the literature. Modeling of the speed bump energy harvester and its interaction
with the vehicle model are also explored. The simulation of dynamic performance and the predicted electrical energy
harvesting when a vehicle passing by the speed bump energy harvester is carried out and compared with experimental
results, which validate the effectiveness of the proposed design.. By comparing areas under the curve of power
generated by MMR based harvester and the traditional electromagnetic harvester, we find that MMR based harvester
generates about 4-5 times more energy, which demonstrates it advantages over traditional one for energy harvesting
from the pulse-like excitations. The presented novel speed bump energy harvester and it compact structure can
conveniently replace the existing traditional speed bumps with less impact to the dynamics of the passing vehicles.
The proposed speed bump energy harvester.is expected to provide sufficient electricity for many road side devices like
signs, monitoring sensor and so on, which provide a cost-efficient energy source to supply electricity to intelligent
transportation system especially in the areas where power grid cannot be accessed economically.
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